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If you were feeling low and asked Ruth Asawa for advice she would give you a bulb, 
perhaps the bulb of a flower she had sketched, like a hyacinth, daffodil, or 
cyclamen. She’d tell you to plant it and wait for joy to bloom. She is often quoted as 
saying: “You put it in the soil, and that bulb grows every second it is attached to the 
Earth. I think that every minute we are attached to this Earth we should be doing 
something.” The hard work of shifting from dormancy to vivacity happens 
underground, underfoot, and unseen. I don’t think Asawa was trying to set up the 
bulb as another anthropomorphic analogy for the cheerful shouldering of heavy 
and unrewarding labour like the worker bee, although she did hate laziness above 
all other things. I read it as an invitation to think about the work of staying attached 
to the Earth: everything we do and everything that’s being done to us even when it 
seems nothing much is happening at all. She wrote: “Do we know how to fight, not 
to destroy but to survive”.  
 
    Ruth Asawa (1926 – 2013) is best known for her installations of suspended, 
looped and lobed wire sculptures. She adapted her technique from Mexican wire 
baskets which she learnt how to make in 1947 while on a break from Black 
Mountain College, where she was studying under the influence of Josef Albers. 
Before that, she’d have used wire to bundle vegetables on the small Northern 
Californian farm she grew up on and seen it, barbed, round the perimeter of the 
concentration camp she was held in as a teenager, along with over a hundred 
thousand other Japanese-Americans. In a photograph taken by Imogen 
Cunningham in 1957, you can see Asawa standing inside one of her own unfinished 
sculptures, reaching out to twist more metal thread into the curve that envelops 
her upper body. The completed forms look self-propagating, like marine polyps or 



some as-yet unknown microbe; they are paradoxically full and transparent (in a 
bright gallery the light goes right through them but they still cast shadows on the 
walls) and they have that combination of mathematical precision and imagination 
you would need to chart the life cycle of a distant galaxy. But Cunningham’s 
photographs manage to ground them and foreground their maker. Without them 
we might be tempted to skirt over the work it takes to make metal do something 
it’s never done before.   
 
   Once, Asawa was given a desert flower with a complex structure and, when she 
tried to draw it, found that she couldn’t, so she sculpted wire into its many shapes 
and, once the sculpture was complete, found that she could draw it after all. For 
me, it was the opposite. I didn’t make sense of the sculptures until I saw her 
botanical still life drawings. The plants are mostly drawn in ink on white paper. 
Often there is so much white space that the plants huddle against it, or maybe 
encroach on it, spread out luxuriously across it as we might on a large bed. When, 
rarely, they are drawn from the ground like Dürer’s clumps of green grasses you 
feel as though you are crouching, or lying flat on your stomach and peering into a 
thicket. Mostly, they are close-ups of intimate whorls and patterns (the interior of a 
sliced cabbage, a chrysanthemum head-on) or bouquets drawn in cut-crystal 
vases. Sometimes Asawa writes the name of the friend who gave them to her or 
grew them in pencil next to her own name and this makes them feel personal, 
livelier and more real.  
 
   Jean-Luc Nancy said, “The fleur is the finest, most subtle part, the very surface, 
which remains before one and which one merely brushes against [effleure]: every 
image is à fleur, or is a flower.” He is writing about flowers but he is also writing 
about touch, about brushing up against something that puts you on edge. What is 
it in the image of a flower that might make our skin shiver as if we’ve just brushed 
up against something that shouldn’t be there? One of the first floral still life 
paintings was made by Jan Brueghel the Elder for Cardinal Federico Borromeo, a 
Counter-Reformationist interested in cultivating new kinds of devotional images.1 
Vase of Flowers with Jewels, Coins, and Shells was painted in the first decade of 
the seventeenth-century and depicts a blooming spume of life-sized flowers rising 
wildly from a small copper vase like hope hurrying out of Pandora’s box. Brueghel 
must have spent summers tracking down and sketching all the flowers he needed; 
it would’ve required access to botanical gardens that only the wealth of princes or 
statesmen could maintain by drawing on vast colonial networks. It is the kind of 
floral arrangement that couldn’t care less about unity of place or naturalness and 
that celebrates the art of horticulture so vigorously that Norman Bryson calls them 
“anti-pastoral”.  
 
   In a drawing of asters, the stems all triangulate downwards disappearing beyond 
the edge of the paper as if there is a hand holding them out of shot. It is probably 
Asawa’s own hand. She knew asters inside-out, her parents cultivated them as a 
cash crop after the war on a small farm which is now an eight-lane freeway in Los 
Angeles.2 She knew what a whole field of them looked like, how they germinated, 
when they were harvested, what kinds of weather they liked and what they didn’t. 
She knew what colour they were at different times of day and at different stages of 

 
1 It is still on view in the gallery of the Biblioteca Ambrosiana founded by Cardinal Federico 
Borromeo in 1609. 
2 Like many Japanese-Americans detainees, upon their release the Asawa family discovered that 
they had lost possession of their original farm in Northern California.  



growth, how a leaf might have a pale or dry edge, or how their pastel petals 
freshened after rain, but she didn’t draw any of that. She only ever concerned 
herself with the line between the asters and the world. By attending only to that line 
which defines the visible presence of the flower, I wonder whether Asawa wanted 
us to think about all the invisible parts of the plant: its chemical conversations with 
insects and neighboring vegetation, its wet or dry roots and the beads of soil that 
give them shape, the light stored, the air filtered, incubating pollen and seed. The 
asters appear to us in the middle of all these processes, or only recently separated 
from them; some wilt, but the plant as a whole is alert. Behind Asawa’s flowers, in 
the white of the paper, you can almost make out the climate.  
 
   In Brueghel’s Vase, everything blooms at once but in this simultaneity there’s 
more at play than diagnosable symptoms of capital and empire. The images are 
also devotional since a world in which time has collapsed and all things flourish is 
paradisal. And its frivolity, exuberance – its glittering insects and diamonds and 
frilly blossoms – are aspects of this utopia. Sometimes Asawa’s drawings, despite 
their material restraint, touch lightly on the post-apocalyptic playfulness of 
Brueghel’s Vase but only because her bouquets are also jostling with a-seasonal 
cultivars. The difference, and what makes her botanical still life drawings terrestrial, 
is that Asawa drew from life; they are images in the present not the future tense. 
Now that anyone can buy what Brueghel painted, seeing the collapse of 
seasonality is perhaps less rapturous than it once was (yet the network remains 
vast: 90% of cut flowers in the UK are imported from the Netherlands, Ecuador, 
Colombia, Kenya and Ethiopia).  
 
   Asawa’s flowers lie somewhere between seventeenth-century imperial trade 
routes and contemporary globalisation, but like Brueghel she gives her attention to 
the flowers we farm and the anti-pastoral gardens we tend. The flowers are taken 
out of context, whether they’re in a vase or strewn out on white paper, but through 
the line’s adhesion to the plant itself its environment is present in a way that 
Brueghel’s collectable specimens aren’t. Ruth Asawa’s drawings are to flowers 
what Imogen Cunningham’s photographs are to Ruth Asawa: the line records the 
work of the plant in its continued existence (a stem bent out of shape by the wind, 
a quick tangle of photosynthesising leaves looking for the sun), just as Cunningham 
records the bandaged fingers bending wire into generative shapes.3  
  

 
3 In a letter to her husband Albert Lanier about her time interned at the Rohwer War Relocation 
Center, she wrote “I no longer want to nurse such wounds; I want to wrap fingers cut by aluminum 
shavings, and hands scratched by wire; only these things produce tolerable pains.” In 1994 she 
made a Japanese American Internment Memorial outside the Federal Building in San Francisco 
which features daily life at the concentration camp alongside images of Roosevelt signing Executive 
Order 9066 as well as the 1988 Redress.  


